THE MICHIGAN MIX
The wine aisle has never been more diverse
by Emily Dockery
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Michigan wine I had in mind for them and sometimes they would bite. But often, they would retreat back to their comfort zone in the
wine aisle and settle for a Gallo or Mondavi stand by. I had found myself full up on Michigan wine and with failing sales making a poor
pairing I had to figure out a strategy to move the wine but not discontinue it.
At this point I had been watching wine consumers for some time and learned how they ticked. It became obvious how scary the wine
aisle was for many the typical shopper. The wine aisle can feel like a library of vast selections with an obvious lack of a Dewey Decimal
System and a whole bunch of very peculiar words. One must have at least some basic knowledge of wine to even begin or at least
watched some TV or a movie often enough to have clung on to a few buzz words.
Things were starting to pick up. At the store, in my professional career, and in the Michigan wine industry in general. The Michigan
Wine Collaborative was brought into existence and I began working as their Project and Marketing Director. I found myself in the store
less and less and with another problem to solve. I needed to find a way to be able to sell wine, especially Michigan wine, while not
being in the store every day.
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
After much consideration and many glasses of wine, the solution seemed simple. Double or triple merchandise the Michigan wines
into regions that were not necessarily geographically correct but stylistically or varietally correct.
I began working the wines of Domaine Berrien Cellars into my Rhone section and ribboned their Syrah into my Washington section as
well as having a spot for them in the Michigan section. White Pine, Rove Estate, and Brys Estate Pinot Grigios were incorporated into
my California section next to big sellers like Folie a Deux, J, and Napa Cellars. Domaine Berrien’s Oaked Marsanne moved in next door
to Kendall Jackson, Bread and Butter, and Jam Cellars Chardonnays. Lawton Ridge 3 and 45 North’s 45 Red lived amongst the variety of
California red blends. Left Foot Charley’s Blaufränkish and Gewürtztraminer found a home near Chateau Ste. Michelle and Charles
Smith in the Washington as well as the German/Austrian sections. It was a wine aisle revolution! And it was working! My Michigan
wine sales were up and people were experiencing a whole new terroir in the varietals they have grown to love because of the success
of these other regions and brands.
I began tracking sales of the Michigan wines about two years ago to see how sales were being aﬀected by my new merchandising
strategy. Many of the wines noted above experienced increased sales between 30-50% from January 2019 to January 2020. The
technique works in my particular environment and it could be adopted to boost local wine sales in practically any wine aisle. If we
truly want to see Michigan wines enter the global wine stage eﬃciently and sustainably we need to treat them as equals to the wines
already on the stage. They need to all be on the shelf standing tall together. When you are a favorite wine shop or grocery store and
notice the Michigan wine section is the two bottom shelves in the dusty corner of the wine aisle consider sharing this story with them.
Help increase sales and sustainability of the Michigan wine industry by encouraging retail and restaurants to take Michigan wine
seriously and get those dusty bottle out of the shadows and into the spotlight.
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